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surveys of mine headings • Geodezja • Tom 12 • Zeszyt 1 • 2006

The paper explores the potential applications of laser distancemeters DISTO plus to control
surveys of mine shafts and of a laser scanner engineered at the Department of Mine Surveying
AGH-UST, used for measuring horizontal and vertical cross-sections of the galleries. Distance-
meters measure the distance from the controlled objects and register the measurement data on
a disc in a portable computer with the frequency about 0.5 Hz. The developed methodology
enables a fully automatic data acquisition, analytical processing and graphic display.
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Ma³gorzata Ksi¹¿ek: Modern legal regulations for the land-surveying pro-
fession with reference made to the 1925 legislation • Geodezja • Tom 12 •
Zeszyt 1 • 2006

This article analyses the contents of the act of 15th July 1925 on authorized surveyors and its
impact on the functioning of the freelance profession of the authorized surveyor. Positive as
well as negative aspects of the said legislative provision have been further discussed. Opinions
especially controversial in the surveyor’s environment have been specifically outlined. And
these mainly concerned the appointing of the vocational surveyors’ autonomy, the performing
of supervision functions and the education level of candidates for authorized surveyors. More-
over, provisions complementary to the aforementioned act have been approximated: Ordinance
of the President of the Republic of Poland of 29th February 1928 amending the act on autho-
rized surveyors, the circular of the Ministry of Agricultural Reforms of 16th March 1929 on con-
tracting surveyors to perform integration-measurement works and the letter of the Ministry of
Public Works about the performing of authorized surveyors’ work by civil servants. There ap-
pear to be two reasons to look back at the history of the land surveying profession. The prob-
lems of the surveyors’ environment, dating far back, are also well known to us – modern sur-
veyors, and the experience of earlier generations is worth benefiting from.
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Natalia Borowiec: Geometric correction of high-resolution satellite imagery
• Geodezja • Tom 12 • Zeszyt 1• 2006

This paper is a comparative study of the geometrical correction of high-resolution satellite
imagery. In the last few years, the dynamic development system of satellites has made the re-
gistration of high resolution imagery below 1m. possible. However, these low accuracy images
require geometrical correction. Geometrical correction is basically a mathematical relationship
between object point coordinates and image pixel coordinates. Initially, corrections used to be
made using 2D polynomial models. These models were defected as they required a large num-
ber of ground control points, sensitivity onto irregular distribution of these points and numer-
ical instability. In addition, in last time appear solution problems of geometrical correction with
utilization of rational function model. This article introduces the theoretical basis of the rational
function model. It gives a detailed description of methods used to specify polynomial coeffi-
cients as well as the practical results obtained when correcting satellite images using the two
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methods of correction – the direct and indirect method. Analysis of empirical results indicate
that the geometrical correction method of the rational function model is much more accurate.

Keywords: high-resolution satellite imagery, Rational Function Model (RFM)

Ma³gorzata Buœko: Characteristics of the selected functional features of
electronic tacheometers • Geodezja • Tom 12 • Zeszyt 1 • 2006

The paper includes a brief characteristics of the selected design solutions of modern elec-
tronic tacheometers. These instruments are systematically improved due to scientific progress
in such fields like electronics, optics, information technology and precision mechanics. The sub-
ject of the detailed discussion in this paper was a principle of operation of the main axis vertical
swing compensation system of the instrument, the system to enable automatic aiming of the
tacheometer telescope at the reflector, and tracking of the moving prism and possibility to con-
duct distance measurements without using a reflector. Tacheometers made by Topcon, incorpo-
rating the above mentioned features, were used in field and laboratory surveys. Laboratory dis-
tance measurements were related to the reference values, obtained based on measurements
taken by laser interferometer HP5529A. The performed measurements enabled to formulate the
conclusions, regarding the application capabilities and limits of tacheometers in geodetic
practice, particularly in the aspect of non-prism measurements.

Keywords: electronic tacheometers, non-prism measurements, Automatic Target Recogni-
tion (ATR)

Jaros³aw Byd³osz: The aspects of cadastral data transfer in SWDE (Cadastral
Data Interchange Standard) • Geodezja • Tom 12 • Zeszyt 1 • 2006

The paper concerns data transfer in SWDE (Cadastral Data Interchange Standard). Legal ba-
sis of ground and building cadastre data interchange are given in the first part of the paper. The
main part of the article concerns experimental works made by the author. The SWDE files ex-
port options from computer system Ewid 2000 are described there. The thorough analysis of the
SWDE file obtained for Toszek commune (situated in Gliwice district) was performed in the pa-
per. The contents of all SWDE file sections was described and examples of SWDE objects were
also given.

Keywords: ground and building cadastre, Cadastral Data Interchange Standard (SWDE)

Józef Jachimski, S³awomir Mikrut, Micha³ Majewski: Development of the PAU
dictionary for geoinformatics • Geodezja • Tom 12 • Zeszyt 1• 2006

The paper summarizes five years of activities concerning the construction of Multilengual
Interdisciplinary Terminological Dictionary and Lexicon for Geoinformatics of Polish Academy
of Science and Arts. In the frames of this activities some 500 entries concerning photogrammetry
and remote sensing, spatial information systems, and cartography, ware produced. The dictio-
nary editorial software got also some new functions. Beside the earlier existing functions, the
new ones, such as function for the mass editorial data import, are described. Actually, the Dic-
tionary provides very easy way of editing of new terms, and also very user friendly way of
searching for a needed term. All works concerning the dictionary were initiated and are exe-
cuted under auspices of the Geoinformatics Commission of The Polish Academy of Arts and
Sciences. That activities cover the inventory of the terminology concerning geoinformatics, and
are executed with participation of many scientific centers in Poland, with the leading activity of
specialists of the AGH Department of Photogrammetry and Remote Sensing Informatics. Such
wide participation of various specialists allows not only for deep trace of the word formation
trends, which exist separately in various disciplines of science and technology, which use
geoinformatics, but also some terminological unification can be expected with the passing time
of the editorial cooperation.
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Bogus³aw Kaczmarczyk: Optimization of standardization method of statistic
models for attributes and company pricing by using Zero Unitarization
Method (ZUM)• Geodezja • Tom 12 • Zeszyt 1• 2006

Every pricing, regardless of the method, is based on the attribute description connected
with describing variables. Methods based on statistic models are able to point at the influence of
a given attribute on the pricing result, it means the market price. The attribute analysis proves
that the in the most cases of pricing based on the attribute quality stimulates predominate. This
article shows in a practical way the study of the price description method concerning attribute
and price standardization by using the zero unitarization method (ZUM). The analysis concerns
pricing a geodetic-cartographic company OPGK.

Keywords: attribute and price standardization, zero unitarization method (ZUM)

Andrzej Pokrzywa, Józef Beluch, Mariusz Fukacz: A comparative analysis of the
determination of geometric parameters of precise code level rods by me-
ans of vertical and horizontal comparators • Geodezja • Tom 12 • Zeszyt 1•
2006

Essential research of precise code level rods has been analysed. The analysis has been car-
ried out from an aspect of the appearance of vital to geodetic surveys differences between geo-
metric parameters in the process of calibration within two planes i.e. the horizontal one and the
vertical one. On the basis of the analysis it has been concluded that significant differences may
occur only when metric corrections of rod graduation are made. The research of rod graduation
within two planes not only has confirmed the authors’ thesis but also has shown essential dif-
ferences of corrections from the aspect of the accuracy class of calibrated rods.
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Bogdan Skorupa: Practical realisation of algorythm for estimation of the lo-
cal differential ionospheric and tropospheric refraction on the area limited
by permanent stations network ASG-PL • Geodezja • Tom 11 • Zeszyt 1/1•
2005

In the paper, formulas and numerical examples of real estate market value, for which legal
limitations are assigned, have been shown. The paper presents an algorithm of calculating the
local differential ionospheric and tropospheric corrections as well a method of considering this
corrections in GPS phase measurements. In calculation process double difference of GPS phase
observations is used as well as precisely estimated initial ambiguities of double difference phase
measurements on L1 and L2 frequencies performed on reference points of known coordinates.
Next this correction is taken into consideration in GPS measurements, that are carried out on the
area limited by reference points. Quoted numerical examples illustrate the influence of ionosphe-
ric and tropospheric corrections on quality of obtained GPS vectors about length of 37–67 km.
In computational experiments it use phase measurements performed on points of active geo-
detic network ASG-PL and research geodynamic network points in the eastern part of Upper
Silesian Coal Basin.
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